
Corel® PaintShop® Pro 2021 - Reasons to Upgrade

PaintShop Pro• 

PaintShop Pro is getting smarter. 

Turning your vision into reality has never been easier with the latest technology engineered
into PaintShop® Pro. Highly effective features and tools powered by artificial intelligence and machine learning
technology make creating something truly original, achievable. 

1. NEW AI Upsampling

Dramatically enlarge any photo without compromising resolution or visual quality. Let the power of artificial
intelligence magnify the finest details to create the perfect frame 

2. NEW AI Artifact Removal

Easily remove JPEG artifacts and distortion in images often caused during compression to reduce a file size in
digital workflows. Reverse effects and restore fine details and original colors in your photos with machine learning
technology.

3. NEW AI Denoise

Easily remove random variation of brightness and color in images commonly caused by low light environments.
Technology powered by artificial intelligence clears up any unwanted noise so each photo is crisp and clear.

4. NEW AI Style Transfer

Watch your photos transform into stylized works of art instantly with the power of artificial intelligence.
Experiment with new presets designed to replicate famous artistic styles using a variety of media types.

5. NEW Sea-to-Sky Workspace

Let your adventure begin as you enhance your photos taken from the depths of the sea to the highest clouds in the
sky. Experience an all-new photo editing workspace designed to take your drone and underwater photography to
new heights. Make seamless corrections and creative improvements with a custom set of tools and relive your most
memorable moments to the fullest.

6. ENHANCED Photography Workspace

Explore the enhanced, highly simplified and intuitive user interface the Photography Workspace has to offer. Focus
exclusively on quick photo edits in a sleek and instinctive environment perfect for new users to learn and master in
no time! Equipped with all the essential tools you need to make impressive results very quickly. Designed for touch
and Ultra HD 4K devices to help you work more efficiently. 

7. NEW Creative Content

At the very core of PaintShop Pro is creativity. Which is why we?ve added new brushes, color palettes, gradients,
patterns, and picture tubes. Download the new patterns from the Welcome Book, and find the rest of the new
content already built into PaintShop Pro. 

http://kb.parallels.com/en/127158
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